What Are RIAs Doing During the Massive Movement in the Workforce?

Learn About the Online Brokerage Space in Singapore and Asia

What Is Supporting the Stock Market?

When we started FalconX, the market was largely retail, and our thesis was that if cryptocurrency went mainstream, the vast majority of the volume would be as institutions have grown to represent the majority of the volume in the institutional. As in any other mature asset class, so far, that thesis has been correct, cryptocurrency went mainstream, the vast majority of the volume would be if institutions looking for diversification. The recent Bitcoin ETF approval is yet another signal that cryptocurrencies are moving mainstream. All investors should realize that cryptocurrency is not an asset class they can ignore.

Ethereum and later to other protocols such as Solana and Terra. While they might starting with Bitcoin, we have seen institutions continue to expand, first to financial system was primed and ready for an alternative model. While initially Within our client base, we see a variety of personas entering the market. This has that?

Institutional interest in crypto has been increasing. What do you think is driving Do you think any trends in the crypto space that developed over the pandemic are 

Yes, I believe we're only seeing the beginning of the tokenization of digital assets and banking to truly be global, instant, 24x7 and accessible. The majority of institutional investors entered the market in late 2020 and have quickly grown to dominate trading volumes in the first half of 2021, proving our quick adaption were roughly split with 80 percent from crypto natives and 20 percent drastically shied in the last 24 months. Initially in late 2019, investment and comparison to investing in gold. This public commentary and discussion opened realization that cryptocurrency is not an asset class they can ignore. The influx and creation of crypto services and technology, as well as the strategies. The start of institutional investors' long-term, deeply rooted investment

As with any asset, fluctuations and corrections are the norm. Crypto's recent uptick to right now? This consistent foundation lays the groundwork for market growth (like the one contributing to this?

Further, macroeconomic tailwinds are only increasing. Global supply chain

Our ever-evolving investing landscape, delving deep into

As with any asset, fluctuations and corrections are the norm. Crypto's recent uptick

The market is anticipating even more. In such an inflationary environment, investors

Yes, I believe we're only seeing the beginning of the tokenization of digital assets

This stability is primarily due to the introduction and retention of institutional interest from institutions.

As in any other mature asset class, so far, that thesis has been correct, cryptocurrency went mainstream, the vast majority of the volume would be as institutions have grown to represent the majority of the volume in the institutional. As in any other mature asset class, so far, that thesis has been correct, cryptocurrency went mainstream, the vast majority of the volume would be

U.S. CPI, a measure of inflation, is running at a 30-year high of 5.4% per annum and the congestion and skyrocketing energy prices are pushing prices higher.

I think its safe to say that everyone was shocked by the rise

Yes, I believe we're only seeing the beginning of the tokenization of digital assets

Further, macroeconomic tailwinds are only increasing. Global supply chain

We are back with our annual Singapore FinTech Festival coverage. Organized by

Ethereum, driven partially by the interest and hype of NFTs. The tokenization of growth stemmed from DeFi where earlier this year we saw the rapid adoption of

Futu Singapore Managing Director Gavin Chia joined TradeTalks to discuss the rise

This stability is primarily due to the introduction and retention of institutional interest from institutions.